IDEMIA collaborates with Microsoft to provide next-generation eSIM Connectivity services

The multi-year collaboration will accelerate IDEMIA’s eSIM strategy and enable the two companies to deliver new connectivity offerings built on IDEMIA’s longstanding expertise and Microsoft’s cloud.

Ea Chaillioux, VP Strategic Alliances at IDEMIA

Access to secure Connectivity services has never been as critical as it is today. Our collaboration with IDEMIA will enable us to equip Mobile Operators with the secure, scalable infrastructure they need to future-proof their business, while offering consumers reliable and innovative services that improve the way they connect.

Tony Shakib, General Manager of Azure IoT at Microsoft
Azure and IDEMIA have both been certified by the GSMA for eSIM services.

**Focus on next-generation connectivity**

The IDEMIA/Microsoft collaboration will accelerate development of advanced connectivity features and location-based services including:

- Hosting of eSIM Remote Subscription Management services for Consumer and M2M environments
- Global extension of the IDEMIA/Microsoft SAS-SM footprint in GSMA-certified regions
- Ongoing improvement of service levels proposed to address the criticality of eSIM business for mobile operators and IoT device manufacturers across the world
- **Co-innovation of next-generation mobile operator solutions**, based on Azure services
- Create synergies together to address the network slicing opportunity combining Microsoft footprint among MNOs for 5G back-end systems and IDEMIA’s eSIM expertise

The services have launched in France and in the United States, with plans to roll out in other regions over the coming months. More information on the IDEMIA/Microsoft offers can be found here on Microsoft’s Partner Center.

**About us** - IDEMIA, the global leader in Augmented Identity, provides a trusted environment enabling citizens and consumers alike to perform their daily critical activities (such as pay, connect and travel), in the physical as well as digital space.

Securing our identity has become mission critical in the world we live in today. By standing for Augmented Identity, an identity that ensures privacy and trust and guarantees secure, authenticated and verifiable transactions, we reinvent the way we think, produce, use and protect one of our greatest assets – our identity – whether for individuals or for objects, whenever and wherever security matters. We provide Augmented Identity for international clients from the Financial, Telecom, Identity, Public Security and IoT sectors. With close to 15,000 employees around the world, IDEMIA serves clients in 180 countries.

For more information, visit www.idemia.com or follow @IdemiaGroup on Twitter.
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